Abstr act. We propose a preemptive batching schedule method based on multifactor over data stream. We divide operators sequence into some different operator units in my schedule approach, the different priorities, which are changed as operator units' output rate, are assigned based on operator units' output rate. We adjust the query plan according to the altered priority, and adopt preemptive batching schedule method which not only improve the system's performance, but also decrease the waiting time of tuples and improve the output rate of tuples greatly.
In a growing number of information processing applications, data takes the form of continuous data streams rather than traditional stored databases. Examples include stock ticks in financial applications, performance measurements in network monitoring and traffic management, log records or click-streams in Web tracking and personalization, data feeds from sensor applications, network packets and messages in firewall-based security, call detail records in telecommunications, and so on. However, their continuous arrival in multiple, rapid, time-varying, possibly unpredictable and unbounded streams appears to yield some fundamentally new research problems [1, 2] . Systems that seek to give rapid or real-time query responses in such an environment must be prepared to deal gracefully with bursts in data arrival without compromising system performance.
Aim at several variation factors about environment and data stream itself, such as date stream rate, process cost of operator, memory usage of data stream management system (DSMS), in order to improve query performance, a preemptive batching re-optimized method based on multi-factors is generated. This method divides operators into some different operator units. The different priorities, which are changed as operator units' output rate, are assigned based on operator units' output rate. We adjust the query plan according to the altered priority, and adopt preemptive schedule, which improves efficiency of continuous query. Experiments have proved that this method improve system overall performance, meanwhile validly increases output rate of tuples and reduces waiting time latency.
1.2 Related Wor k and Concept
Related Work
Generally speaking, query process cost of data stream system contains four parts below: (1)cost to call scheduler.(2)cost to call operators.(3) cost to load /unload data queue.(4)cost to execute operators.
At present, many studies had developed about re-optimized method over data stream. For example, a reference proposes an optimized schedule strategy based on rate [2] . The operators' box and proposes operators batching is defined in references [3] . A reference proposes a preemptive schedule method about operators [4] . A detail task definition of scheduler in DSMS is proposed in reference [5] .
On the base of tupels output rate, aiming at improve overall performance and shorten waiting time of tuples, we try to batching schedule operators, preemptive execute operator unit with lower output rate and re-optimize query plan.
In a growing number of information processing applications, data takes the form of continuous data streams rather than traditional stored databases. Examples include stock ticks in financial applications, performance measurements in network monitoring and traffic management, log records or click-streams in Web tracking and personalization, data feeds from sensor applications, network packets and messages in firewall-based security, call detail records in telecommunications, and so on. However, their continuous arrival in multiple, rapid, time-varying, possibly unpredictable and unbounded streams appears to yield some fundamentally new research problems. Systems that seek to give rapid or real-time query responses in such an environment must be prepared to deal gracefully with bursts in data arrival without compromising system performance.
1.2.2Ralated concepts
Data Stream: streaming date model based on relational schema R is <R, T>, where T is the time field (logical time or physical Time) in data stream system. Time granularity is usually defined by user, the minimum granularity is second. The streaming data element can be expressed as <r, τ>. Where r is a tuple in data stream, τ represents timestamp. Data stream can be regarded as a data set that is composed of streaming data elements in order. At τ i time point, data stream can be
. Data stream discussed in this paper take the form of append-only style:
. Operator' Selectivity: the count of tuples through an operator to a tuple. For monocular operator (projection or selection), operator' selectivity
is the count of tuples into the operator O i , n out is the count of tuples out from the operator O i . For binocular operator (join), it will be more complex than projection and selection because it has two inputs. Operator' selectivity 
Cost Estimate Based on Output Rate
Given that the data stream input rate is I, we can think a tuple arrives every 1/I time unit. All the formula of this paper is applicable to this premise, that is1/I<E(U). in this case, The cost of performing one operation is greater than the inter-arrival time for input objects, a lot of tuples can't be operated immediately. Therefore the middle queues are needed to set up to store temporary tuples which are not processed.
Monocular Operator
For monocular operator (projection or selection), computing output rate is relative easy. Given that σ C and π C mean the execute cost of selection operator and projection operator, σ S and π S mean the selectivity separately, n is the tuple count of input queue, Set operators, the number of tuples in the input queue for, according to the above definition, output rate of selection operator and projection operator can be expressed as respectively
To sum up, the unified expression of the output rate about the selection and projection operations is 
Binocular Operator
Assuming input rates l I and r I are the two input streams, the C is the execute cost of operator O, S is the selectivity of join operator. Then the numbers of result objects from these inputs in the first time unit will be r l I I S × × . Now consider the second time unit. At the end of this second time unit, the total number of output elements generated by arrivals during the second time unit will then be
, that is
. Using the same logic, the total number of output elements generated by arrivals during the third time unit will then be
. So the total number of output elements generated by arrivals during the tth time unit will be shown as follows: ., according above formula , we can deduces that:
From this formula, we can get the conclusion that the output rate of operation unit with join operator is increasing through the time.
A Pr eemptive Batching Schedule Method

Operation Unit
We adopt batch processing method to schedule operators, because (1) using operation unit contains a lot of operators can reduce switch cost to schedule different operators. (2) Beach distribution memory space to operation unit can reduce cost to manage memory. So we define two types of operation unit to execute a query plan.
Binocular Operator Unit (BOU): left and right child of join unit are consist of the binocular operator unit, for example {2,3,4} in Fig. 1 . Join operation on two relations can be seen as a first do generalized cartesian product, again according to the connection conditions for the choice of operation, so the generalized cartesian also can be regarded as a join operation without condition.
Monocular Operator Unit (MOU):MOU contains projection and selection operators in the same path, for example {10, 11} in Fig. 1 .
According to the classification of the operation unit method, a query tree in the Fig.1 can be divided into BOU :{2,3,4},{6,7,8}, MOU :{1},{5},{9},{10,11}. 
Operating Unit for Batching Strategy of Tuples
Scheduler distributes the corresponding queue in each input of operating unit. Input queue size can be set according to the input flow rate. We will deal with a collection of tuples one-time called a Bus, The size of a Bus is ) (Bus Size defined as being processed on the number of tuples with the ratio of the total number of tuples in the input queue.
According to the memory overhead of the current system with the response time requirements, scheduler can define appropriated the value of ) (Bus Size . Due to space limitations, this problem will be discussed further in future research.
The Preemptive Scheduling of Query Plan within The Operating Unit
According to the above classification method of operation unit, we can divide the query tree in Fig.1 into several operating units based on the operating unit output rate method for scheduling, besides, we introduces "BOU can grab MOU and MOU cannot preempt the BOU" principles of preemption. We call this scheduling method based on the rate of preemptive batching method (PRB), as shown in algorithm 1. 
Per for mance Analysis
Performance analysis is done to test the benefit of the preemptive batch method in schedule process. In order to better demonstration effect, we introduced the concept of distribution:
, m is the parameter of the Zipf. Zipf parameter value is greater, the greater the degree of difference between the values of the generated random. In these experiments, the selectivity of operators is 1, the execute cost meet the Zipf distribution. We analyze capability according changing the Zipf parameter value. Here are some of the other scheduling policies.
FIFO: Operating units did not finish to a tuple, and then to the tuple is not processed.
RR: Expired when the time slice assigned to a single operating unit, the operating unit is preempted, the next operation unit is scheduled.
RB: When a high output rate MOU is running, a higher output rate BOU must wait. From Fig.2 , we can find that the performance of the FIFO is superior to the RR when the Zipf parameter is small, namely the difference of the execution cost of each operator is not big. While, with the Zipf parameter increase, preemptive RR will be superior to the FIFO. RB and PRB based on the input rate has been better than RR and FIFO, the which the preemptive PRB own the best performance. This paper emphasizes the operator scheduling strategy based on multifactor, adopts batch processing of operator, preemptive schedules operation unit, and finally proposes a pre-emptive batching schedule method based on multifactor. This method can not only maximize output rate of tuples, and greatly reduce the system overhead. Experiments show that this method has good performance. 
